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   HILCHOS YICHUD     

…Continued from last week 

 

1) Another common situation WHERE Yichud can happen  is being in a workplace together. 

When one man is in an office alone with one or two women, it is a transgression of Yichud. (According to many 

Rishonim, even with 3 women, it can still be a problem of Yichud as we have discussed previously and it is best to be 

stringent.) 

Although the husbands of the women are in the city, it may not be sufficient, as usually men and women who 

work in the same office are considered “Libo Gas Ba” and thus we cannot rely on the leniency of “Ba’alah B’ir”. 

Likewise, since it’s Libo Gas Ba, the leniency of an open door may not work either. 

In cases of necessity (e.g. they need to be in the office to meet a work related deadline etc.) other men must be in 

the building and told that the man and the women will be in that particular office, and asked to walk in without 

knocking from time to time. 

2) In situations where no one else is in the building (e.g. late nights, Sundays, weekends etc.) there is no real way 

to allow one man to be alone with one or two women in an office. If there are 3 or more women, it can be better. In 

any case, a competent Rav must be consulted for Halacha L’ma’aseh, as these transgressions are very serious. 

3) When a man and a woman work together in an office or similar work environment, even though her husband is 

in the city, the door is left open and other precautions are put in place to prevent anything inappropriate from 

happening, unfortunately, even if “halachically” it isn’t Yichud,  all too often many unfortunate things have been 

known to happen due to men and women getting “too close” to one another. 

Therefore it is incumbent on each and every Jewish man and women to not get emotionally or otherwise 

connected, involved or fall into a “friendship” with members of the opposite gender who work in the same 

workplace, or anywhere. 

4) A large part of the “Al Cheits” that we beg forgiveness from Hashem  on  Yom Kippur, also referred to as Yom 

HaKadosh, the holy day,  revolve around iniquities relating to inappropriate seeing, talking, involvement  etc. with 

members of the opposite gender and other sins related to not retaining  our holiness. 

In fact, the Torah reading on Yom Kippur is the portion that deals with the forbidden “Arayos- relations”. This 

just goes to show the gravity of being complacent in these areas and the importance of making sure we improve 

in these areas, which unfortunately we have become  de-sensitized to  in our world which thrives on immorality 

at every turn. 

There is no question that the Nisayon, the heavenly test, of this generation are the Nisyonos of immorality. It is 

everywhere around us and it is all too easy to fall into the deepest depths of sin with the click of a button.  The 

Yetzer Hara lurks everywhere. 
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The generation before Mashiach (which is the generation we are living in) will sink to a lower depth of Tumah 

than the generation  that was redeemed from Mitzrayim (See Ohr HaChaim Parshas Shmos Perek 3:8). 

If we aren’t actively working to protect ourselves, our spouses and  our children we are all but certainly going to 

fail on one level or another; we must pass these tests in order to merit going with Mashiach when he arrives! 

In the merit of strengthening ourselves in the areas of Kedushas HaAinayim, Kedushas HaBris, Kedushas HaPeh, 

Kedushas HaGuf and Kedushas HaBayis (Holiness of our eyes, covenant, tongue, body and home) may we all 

merit the speedy arrival of Mashiach Tzidkeinu and may we once again be worthy of being called the Am Kadosh, 

the holy nation and may we see the true fulfillment of “V’Haya Machanecha Kadosh”, May your camp be holy. 

5) Another common situation is a repair or service man (plumber, electrician, gardener, exterminator etc.) being 

in a home alone with the Jewish housewife, which of course is a problem of Yichud. 

If the woman’s husband is “in the city” it will be sufficient if the repairman is Jewish. 

However, if the repairman is a non-Jewish person, having her husband “in the city” will not suffice. 

If the front door to the home is left open to the street where people are out and about, it is OK. 

However, it is important to note that if the Yichud in question is of the biblical variety (one man, one married 

woman) then the door must actually be left ajar, and not simply unlocked. 

If a child [who fits the criteria of an acceptable Shomer, as we discussed a while back] is also home with the 

woman, that too removes the Yichud problem. 

6) If a man is home alone with a cleaning woman, the door must be kept open, or a child [or other shomer] must 

be in the home in order to prevent Yichud. 

Very often a female babysitter or a cleaning woman needs to be driven home after their job has been completed, 

and often a man is the one that drives. 

As long as there are other people driving on the streets, and they can see into the car, it is not a problem of 

Yichud. Ideally, the doors to the car should not be locked and the passenger should sit in the back seat if 

possible. 

If it is very late at night and no people are around, it can be a problem and a Rav should be consulted for Halacha 

L’Ma’aseh. 
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